2021 Anchorage Museum Association Contributors
Listing excludes pledges, memberships and special events

Thank you to everyone who helped make Museum programs possible in 2021.
Thank you for supporting the Museum in the past and present, and for shaping its future.

Aaron Carey
Abby Charles
Abby Snedeker
Abigale and William Hensley+
Adam and Ingrid Gibbons
Adam Baldwin and Jess Rude
Adrianna and Matthew Muir
Agnew Beck Consulting
Aidan Jackson
Alan Smith
Alaska Airlines
Alaska Humanities Forum
Alaska State Council on the Arts
Alaska State Library
Alaska USA Federal Credit Union
Alaskan Industries
Alexandra and David Sonneborn+
Alice D. DeVine
Alice Palen and Steffen Frommer
Alison Hedberg
Alison Smith and Kurt Egelhofer
Alma Johnson
Alyeska Pipeline Service Company
AmazonSmile Foundation
Amber Kraxberger and Nathan Linson
American Society for Landscape Architects - Alaska Chapter
Amy L. Gruber
Amy Michel
Andrea and Jesse Stiehr
Andrea and John Dittrich
Andrea Frangiosa and Wade Phillips
Andrew Dekreon and Charese Gearhart-Dekreon
Andrew Gray
Andrew M. Brown
Andrew Munro
Ann and Daniel Safranek
Ann and Dave Hale
Ann Gray and Frank Cahill
Ann Kjera
Ann Route
Anne and Tim Stone
Anne Fiedler and Douglas Washburn
Anne Keith
Anne Marie Tavella
Annette Swanson
Anonymous X 4
Anthony and Julia Furnary+
Anthony Antoine
Anthony Gasbarro
Anthony Sisto and Deanne Adams
Anthony Zizza
Antoinette Burnham
April and Patrick Reilly+
Arlitia Jones and Daniel Smith
Aron S. Wolf
Art Bridges
Atwood Foundation
Aung and Josephine Thuya
Bank of America
Barbara and Larry Cash+
Barbara Ann Friese
Barbara B. Garner
Barbara Karl*
Bernadine and David Ruskin+
Bette Fenn and Dino Passarino
Bettisworth North
Betty B. Atkinson
Betty J. Arnett
Beverly Dubie and Gerald Dubie
Bill and Becky Musick
Bloomberg Philanthropies
Bob Penney
Bobby and Evelyn Hansen
Bonnie and William Mehner
Brenda Holbrook
Brendan Wilson and Stefanie Alexander
Brian Traylor
Brian Adams
Brigitte Ressel
Brooke and Patrick Corkery
Bruce and Meredith Parham
Buakai Tamu
Carey Mills and Kurt Roettger
Carla Beam+
Carmen and Roger Davis
Carol and Alexander Bryner
Carol and Charles Licho
Carol and Tom Daniel
Carol Histand
Carol Stolpe and Walter Featherly
Carole A. Anderson
Carole and Ronn Lund
Carolyn Anketell and David Pritchard
Carolyn Heyman
Carolyn Lyons and Ana Camila Infante
Carrie Jokiel
Cat Thompson Wyatt
Catherine Call and Glenn Olson
Central Alaska Retired Teachers Association
Charles and Ayse Gilbert
Charles and Patricia Underwood
Charles Herndon and Louann Feldmann
Charles L. Tobin
Cheryl and Mark Lovegreen
Chevron Corporation
Choron Ryan
Chris Allard and Nancy Felton
Chris and Jennifer Burns
Christina and Luke Kouris
Christopher and Theresa Perez
Christopher Bellows
Christopher Friar
Christopher Schutte
Claire Wilson and Terry Kearney
Combined Federal Campaign
Connie and Kerry Ozer
Corinne and Michelle Smith
ConocoPhillips Alaska, Inc.
Connie and Bill Chambers+
Consulate General of the Netherlands
Cook Inlet Region, Inc.
Cook Inlet Tribal Council, Inc.
Cornerstone General Contractors
Corvus Design
Craig I. Bauer
Cynthia Berger and Rod Hancock
Cynthia Joe
Cynthia Navarrette
Dale and Liana Hanson
Dana Orr and Shirley Mathews
Daniel Kanitz
David and Dianne Hillemeyer
David and Mildred Templin
David Dempsey and Krista Schwarting+
David Penn
David Rittenberg
Davis Constructors
Deborah and Mark Cruver
Delbert and Catherine Rohan Smith
Dennis and Roxann Berry
Derek Brasch
Diane and Michael Moxness+*
Diann Sewald and Paul Roseland
Dion and Vicki Roberts
Donna and Warren Matthews
Donna Madison
Dorea and Dean Sun
Douglas Choromanski
Douglas Johnson and Linda Comerci
Dylan McCambly
E.A. Michelson Philanthropy - Aroha Philanthropies
Edgar and Cynthia Cowling
Edward and Cheryl Silcox
Edwin Mighell and Catherine Shenk
EHS Alaska
Eleanor Andrews
Elizabeth Burke
Emiko Strandberg
Emily and Randal Stewart
Emma R. Dieter
Eric E. Wohlforth
Erica Miller
Erin Toohey
Esther Long
Estimations Inc.
Eugene R. Wilson
Eurasia Foundation
Evelyn and George Fink
Faye and Christopher Stiehm
First National Bank Alaska
Frank Fuller
Frankenthaler Climate Initiative
G. Nanette Thompson
Gail and Jan Sieberts
Gail Haviland
Gary and Barbara Baugh
General Communications, Inc.
George Dodge
George T. Morahan
George Weaver
Gerald and Angela York
Gil Dammond and Jocelyn Young
Gillian Smythe*
Glennis and Roy Ireland
Gordon Gagliano
Gordon Glaser+
Grace and Osamu Matsutani
Gregory M. Carr+
Gwen Obermiller and Mark Phillips
H Nelson
Hajo Eicken
Hannah Johnson
Harry Linskens and LaVonne Hendricks
Hearst Foundation, Inc.
Heather and Jed Ballard
Heather Arnett and Jeffrey Sinz
Heather Flynn
Heather Lindberg
Heather McClain
Helena Hall and Michael Grisham
Helga Berry+
Helga Renfro
Henlee Folk
Henrietta and John Myers
Hilde Renfro
Holden Aquino
Hugh and Jane Ferguson Foundation
Iryna McCoskey
Isaac Bertschi and Heather Williams
J Pennelope Goforth
Jacilyn Spuhler
Jaime Yuhnke
Jake Lestenkov
James Anderson and Karola Moore+
James Fall+
James and Linda Odom
James and Mary Durand
James and Shannon Keene
James and Stephanie Petersen
James B. Blasingame
James Leik
James M. Powell
James Torgerson and Morgan Christen+
Jamie Buckner
Jan and Jeri van den Top
Jana Hayenga and Ellie Millen
Jane Angvik and Vic Fischer
Janet Mohle-Boetani
Janet and David McCabe+
Janice Dawe
Janice Drury
Janice Gonsalves
Janice Nyman
Janiece Pompa
Jason Jacques
Jason Marburg
Jayna and Sam Combs
Jean and Ron Moran
Jeanine and Bob Huston
Jeanne and Jack Fiske+
Jeffrey Barnes and Barbara Symmes
Jennifer Long
Jennifer and David Brock
Jennifer Erickson and Matt Komatsu
Jennifer Loofbourrow
Jennifer Wagner and Timothy Seaver
Jenny Sayre Ramberg
Jeremiah Moua
Jeremy Rosiecki
Jessica Hang
Jessica Major
Jill Reese
Jim and Dorothy Yee Witthaus
Jim Leonard and Sharon Harbuck
Jim Thiele and Susan Pope
J.L Foundation
Joan Clover and Rick Onorato
Joan Galt
Joan Stassel and Chuck Livers
Joanna and Timothy Reast
Joe Jolley
John and Carol Larson
John Letourneau and Donna Goldsmith*
John and Carolann Weir
John and Lynn Ann Eng
John and Marcy Stalvey
John and Margaret Wolfe
John Braden and Maggie Kelly
John Chenoweth
John Edge and Susie Baxted-Edge
John Jensen and Kay Waitman
John Murtagh and Colleen Ray
Jonathan Steele
Jordan and Sioux-z Marshall+
Jose Luna Zelaya and Trina Stauff de Luna+
Joseph and Anna Dugan
Joseph Van De Mark and Szilvia Salamon
Jovell A. Rennie
Judith and Doug Morris+*
Judith and Josh Whittaker
Judy and Dayle Lyke
Judy Caminer
Judy Rasmuson and Ronald Wallace
Julia Turner
Julie and David Wrigley
Julie and Ken Varee*
Julie Decker and Michael Morris*
Julie Ginder
Kara and Chad Moore
Karen and Steve Compton+
Karen and Bradley Kroon
Karen Kish and Bill Petrik
Karen Olanna
Karen Weiland
Karla B. Carpenter
Karol and Robert Libbey
Kathryn Carovano
Keith Guyer
Kelvin and Stig Colberg
Kelley Mills
Kelly Kowal
Kelsey Chalker
Kerry and Connie Ozer
Kevin Keith and Elise Davis
Kim and Kevin Stadler
Kira Anderson
Kirsten B. Newby
Kirsten Swanson
KPB Architects
Kris and Tim Adamczak
Krissia Aseoche
Kristen M. Dikeman
Kristen Young and Chad Frampton
Kristine Bredehoft
Kroger
Laile Fairbairn and Andrew Lebo
Lana Ramos and Eric Backman
Lange Family Foundation
Larry DeSantis
LaToya Gates
Laura and David Ownby
Laura and Thomas Fenoseff
Laura Drexhage and Everett Drussell
Laura King
Lauren Stanford
Laurence and Dahna Graham
LaVonne Berger
Leah Bright
Lee Holmes
Lee Waters and Nathan Caudle
Leo Bustad and Jeanne Davis
Leslie and Robert Baker
Levi Steele
Lielle Lev
Lile and John Gibbons
Lillian Marvin
Linda and Dale Curda
Linda Kumin
Linda Lucky
Linda Masolini and Seth Krauss
Lisa and John Bulkow
Lisa Balivet
Liz and Ken Sherwood
Lloyd and Ulyana Stiassny
Löki Gale Tobin and Walker Gusse
Louisa Castrodale and Michael Zieserl
Luke and Ashlee Blomfield
Luke Hopkins
Lynn Cornberg
M.J. Murdock Charitable Trust
Macey Shapiro
Madeleine Grant and Doug Miller
Marcia Pratt
Margritt and August Engel
Marian and Stephen Charles
Marjorie and Robert Paulson
Mark and Diane Wiggin
Mark Begich and Deborah Bonito+
Martha and Brett Jokela
Mary and Jim Shepherd
Mary Ann Higgins
Mary Anne Woods
Mary Jane and Tim Longrich
Mary Kulawik
Mary Mattingly Studios LLC
Mary Mayer
Maryann and David Frazier
Matson - Horizon Lines
Matt Fernandez
Maxine Rader
Melissa and Caleb Tondre
Melissa Beneke and Joshua Heinig
Melissa Salazar
Meredith Witte
Michael and Esther Jeffery
Michael and Margaret Brown-Carey
Michael Fredericks and William Hughes
Michael Grisham and Helena Hall
Michael Milligan
Michelle and Noah Laufer
Mike Fox
MoHagani Magnetek
Molly Palmer
Molly Thompson
Mondriaan Fund
Monica Rodgers
Montana Murphy
Morgan Atis
Muriel and Eugene Furman
Museums Alaska
Nancy and Lawrence Bethel
Nancy Lesh
Nancy Munro
Natalie Finn
National Endowment for the Arts
National Endowment for the Humanities
Network For Good
Nicole and James Fredrick
Nicole Knox and Hans Arnett
Nicole Smith
Nora Doggett
Norma Johnson
Norman and Kathleen Wilder
Nvision Architecture
Nycki and Saxton
Pam Barbeau
Paola Banchero and Travis Rector
Pat and Betsy Preis
Pat and Harry McDonald
Patricia A. Byrne
Patricia Cushman
Patricia Dooley
Patricia Flanigan
Patricia H. Garrett
Patricia Partnow and George Stransky*
Paul Daggett+
Paul and Arlene Rinder
Paula and John Dede
Paula and Starkey Saindon
Pauline Wilson
Penelope Scialla
Penny Gage and Zachariah Hughes+
Peter C. Hardy
Peter Hocson
Peter and Jo Michalski+
Peter Partnow and Stephanie Kesler+
Petra and Simon Lisiecki
Philip Blumstein and Richard Ervin
PND Engineers
Portia Noble
Quinn McClure
Rachel Dale and Peter Hardcastle
Rasmuson Foundation
Raymond J. Ellis
Rebecca Rogers and Ken Gutsch
Richard and Bonita Lopez
Richard L. & Diane M. Block Foundation
Richard Ullstrom
Rick and Cyndie Fox Family Foundation
Riley Hopeman
RIM Architects
Rising Tide Communications
Rita Sholtton
Robert and Diana Kelly
Robert and Karol Libbey
Robert and Melissa Branch
Robert Eastaugh and Suzanne Dvorak
Robert Iden and Gioia Ottolini
Robin Moore
 Rochelle Jackson
Rodolfo Worl and Dawn Dinwoodie
Roger DuBrock and Elaine Andrews
Roger Vang
Roland Gower and Cristy Rogers
Ronald Kim and Jessica Sotelo+
Rosa Foster
RoseAnne Munafo
RSA Engineering, Inc.
Rundy and Christie Galles+
Russelyn Carruth and Bernard Goldstein
Ruth and Charles Fahl
Ryan and Stephanie Harrod
Ryan Webb and Brian Kirchner+
S. Hollis Mickey
Sally and Herbert Herzog
Salomon Donnelly
SALT
Sandra Schubert and Larry Ostrovsky
Sarah and Nathan Beck
Sarah and Rodney Kleedehn
Sarah Barton and Joseph Davis*
Sarah Petty
Sayda Spaulding
Schneider Structural Engineers
Scott Maxwell
Sean and Doris Thomas
Shannon & Wilson, Inc
Sharon Davies+*
Sharon Harbuck and Jim Leonard
Shawna and Jeff Whaley
Sheila Lankford and Joe Mathis
Shelby and Matthew Bennice
Sherry and Eric Pederson
Sherry and Steve Teeter
Sherry Unmack-Haines
Shina DuVall and Guy Runco
Shirley A. Kuczek
Smithsonian Affiliations
Spark Design LLC
Stantec
Steele Andrea
Stephanie Wrightsman-Birch and Jerome Birch
Stephen and Gladys Langdon
Stephen Copley
Stephen Ford
Stephen Ives and Lisa Gonzales Ives
Stephen McKeever and Nancy Wainwright
Steve and Katie Turner+
Steve Franklin
Steve Lindbeck and Patty Ginsburg+
Steven Silber
Sue and Robert Johnson
Susan A. Elliott
Susan and Donald Brusehaber
Susan and Tony Knowles
Susan Jakonis
Susanne and Ben Webb
Susanne Byrd+
Susie Heffner
Swanson Family Foundation
Ted Moninski
Terry and Stuart Roberts
The Frances & David Rose Foundation
The Sholton Foundation
The Sparkjoy Foundation
Think Office
Thomas and Sue Ellen May
Tiffany Scott
Tim and Jennifer Thompson
Tim Bisson
Tim Brabets
Timot Slade
Tina and John DeLapp+
Tina Tomsen and Patrick McGownd
Tracy and Michael Dunn
Trevor Jones
Tristan Green
Tyler Morris
Valerie Phelps and Peter Burke+
Vicki and Dion Roberts
Vincent Borrelli
Walter and Lynn Roderick Van Horn
Wells Fargo
Wendy and Doug Robbins
Wray and Lucinda Kinard
Yaso and Sam Thiru+
Yulia Sinina
Zak Tee

Anchorage Museum Foundation Donors
Blythe Marston and Gordon Pospisil+
Chris and Mary Ann Swalling
Diane and Michael Moxness+* Duane
and Carol Heyman*
Gail and Jan Sieberts
Gottstein Family Foundation
Jacqueline Carr and Shawn Beck+*
Jordan and Sioux-z Marshall
Joseph and Anna Dugan
Judith and Douglas Morris
Katrina and Gary Dalton
Kelin and Stig Colberg+
Kristin and Jeremy Bohne
Peter and Jo Michalski+
Richard Jarvis+
Sheryl Douglas
Susan and Tony Knowles
Tennys B. Owens

+ indicates Leadership Circle member
* indicates Legacy Society member